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How to Generate an Income, or Grow Your Account Balance - Trading as Little as 1 Hour DailyIs

the market beating you up? Do you feel like you're taking one step forward, two steps back with

your investment income? Would you like a proven, step-by-step strategy for generating consistent

trading profits? Trading is one of the few ways to realistically create your own "Rags to Riches"

Story. But it's not a 'get rich quick' strategy that will get you there. The secret is to adopt a laser

beam focus on ONE specific strategy until you've mastered it.In "The 1 Hour Trade," you'll get a

detailed, step-by-step blueprint that works. Unlike other trading books giving you investment theory,

you'll be taught a successful strategy in its entirety, including the specific scanning parameters for

locating the trades, the exact analysis decisions you'll need to qualify the trade, and the specific

steps to take to execute the trade and come out with a profit.This Book Is Not a "Black Box"

Automated Trading SystemYou will need to use your brain, and work hard practicing the analysis

process in order to be successful.But if you follow the strategy, and maintain discipline & patience,

the setup taught in this book will make you a better, profitable trader."The 1 Hour Trade" details a

short term investment system for getting into stocks making big price gains. The best part? It can be

done in as little as an hour after the market opens each morning.You'll learn how to:Scan in real

time for stocks poised for huge intraday gainsAnalyze chart history to identify whether a setup is

likely to succeed or notIdentify areas that allow for optimal exits in order to maximize profit"Listen" to

what the price action and volume are saying about what's likely to unfoldYou can be a successful

trader!Follow this guide and you will learn a proven system for generating profits in the

market.Ready to Get Started?Scroll to the top of the page and select the 'buy button'.
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Yes, this book is brief and easy to read. Yes, this book offers a simple method of trading. However,

books of this nature should be evaluated based on the results. I signed up as a member on the

author's website and observed the activities for about a month. There have been very, very few

trades (perhaps the author does not reveal all of his trades). The author is NOT even using the entry

method as taught in this book so this book is outdated. Since I have not observed much success

from that membership site, I came to the conclusion that the method taught in this book doesn't

work.

This is simply the best guide to day trading out there.I have read two other day trading books and

they were nowhere near as comprehensive, concise, and organized.This guide is simple and

straight to the point. No BS and no redundancy used to lengthen the book, but rather used tastefully

to strengthen retention of core elements of the profitable strategy.It was such an easy read that I sat

down with a cup of coffee and finished the book at the same time I finished sipping at my

mug.Despite it being a quick-read, it was full of more information than other books I have read.I will

update this review with the success of this strategy, but I can tell you from my 2 years of experience

in the stock market and knowledge acquired from other books that this guide is "on

point."UPDATE:It has been a while since I made this review. I have personally used this strategy for

a while now with great success. This strategy has worked for me. I have made more profit on trades

with this strategy than losses and the profits were quite big on some days. I still highly recommend

this guide.

I have a Master's in Finance and have dabbled in the market off and on over the past twenty years.

One of the reasons I keep leaving the market is that I haven't been able to create consistent gains,

despite my academic knowledge. I have read a lot of books and attended seminars and I have to

say that author Brian Anderson's "1 Hour Trade" is the freshest and most sound investment system



that I have seen in a long time. Not only are his strategies well-explained and illustrated throughout

his book, but they actually work and produce results on a consistent basis. Great stuff here.

I'm reading this book through Kindle Unlimited, and am pleasantly surprised at how well-written it is

and how thoroughly the author explains his strategy. It is good enough to buy outright. I also love

that you can view the charts on his website, and that his chat room is free. I have traded the stock

market for quite sometime, but have been mostly in cash for the past year; it seemed every time I

ventured into the market I got stopped out. This strategy renews my interest in trading, as it provides

a nice alternative to trading the mega cap stocks (AAPL, GOOG, etc.).

I just started getting into trading and decided to pick this up because it was so cheap. It gives step

by step instructions and the author shows detailed graphs, but to be honest it was a little

complicated for me. I actually ended up e-mailing the author with questions and he got back to me

right away and was very helpful, that was pretty cool. I would have given the book 4 stars but due to

the extra effort and personal service i'm going with 5. I would absolutely recommend this book to

anyone actively trading or looking to learn.

I started reading a bunch of books before starting trading. So far this book is the best. Author

explains how to read the trend from the charts and how to make profit. Also once you read, you will

feel that the author really cares that the reader understand what he explains. not only from learning,

but I also feel really good because of the sincerity of the author.

I'm very new to trading, but I have read some books. I never quite got into it, because I always feel

like I'm playing a game that I don't understand. Some of the trading books provide lots of terms and

definitions, and they tell you, you must have a strategy, you mustn't chase, don't gamble.. I feel like

I've learned a lot, but once I got in front of the computer, I'm at a loss. This book is like a chapter

that the other books missed. It provides a really nice and simple strategy to get started. I also really

like what the author said about having a simple and focused strategy to begin with and master that. I

think he's also right that simple is not easy! You'll have to put some effort into it. Do the analysis,

and stay focused. I'm still learning how to put the trade in correctly, and get comfortable with my

setup.. but I have a much more clear idea about what I'm doing and where I need to improve.I highly

recommend this book! I mean, it's a steal at this price!



Most of the trading books on Kindle are just fluff and rehashed content. Your book was refreshingly

different and I learned a few new things. Looking forward to joining your membership. In today's

high volatile trading environment, hand holding by a professional may add value and dollars to the

bottom line.Shiv
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